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Executive Summary  

 
This version 2.0 of the deliverable gives an overview of the status of the EuroCC ACCESS after 

the project review following the recommendations provided during the review. It describes the 

implementation of the suggested improvements and provides an overview of the current shape 

of the website. 

The concept of the EuroCC ACCESS was developed from the initial information defined in the 

Grant Agreement and a survey among the competence centres. It is technically implemented 

using the WordPress content management system (CMS) and designed according to corporate 

design guidelines of the projects. 

Public Area: The platform features a public area, which contains information about the 

platform, the NCCs and HPC itself, as well as an interactive map of competences and services, 

a table of training opportunities offered by the NCCs as well as content and outcomes from 

within the EuroCC project and the respective NCCs. 

NCC Area: This Area is password protected with content reserved exclusively for the NCCs. It 

contains an overview page with further information offerings, a forum to navigate through the 

HPC-landscape and initiate cooperation and matrixes for collecting and structuring knowledge 

from NCCs. Additionally, the NCC Exchange, a repository for sharing materials such as codes 

or training materials, is available to the competence centres. 

It is important to note that the EuroCC ACCESS is subject to constant active development and 

future changes, as it needs to be tailored to the competence centres’ needs, thus content will be 

continuously updated. Subsequent changes will be reported in D5.5 and 5.6. 
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1 Introduction 
As the NCCs need a place to exchange knowledge, files and ideas, CASTIEL will provide a 

website for this purpose. The new web platform will feature a number of functionalities, that 

were, on the one hand, defined in the DoA and, on the other hand, based on the results of a 

survey among the respective champions, contact persons nominated by the NCCs for the topic 

of communication (see Annex 8.2). The following chapters will give an overview of structural, 

technical and design aspects, as well as the connection to other work packages of CASTIEL 

and the EuroCC project. 

 

2 Overview of project review recommendations received in M12 
In the first project review (M12), one of the main points addressed was the EuroCC ACCESS. 

The main action points are listed below: 

1) Clearer usability needed: From a user perspective, it was unclear what to expect from 

the page and what to find on it. 

2) Higher visibility of content: Outcomes and materials from the project should be 

uploaded in the public section and prominently placed. 

3) More fine-grained Competence Map 

4) More NCC visibility: The NCCs have so far only been linked on a map and not yet 

prominently featured. 

5) Improvement of Training Portal: The training portal was buggy and contained a number 

of dead links. 

 

Work Package 5 addressed the action points in the new version of the EuroCC ACCESS: 

Action point Measures taken 

Clearer usability The page was restructured to resemble a typical company structure. 

This will give the users more ease and security in navigating the page. 

Higher content 

visibility 

On the project level, efforts have been made to produce more outputs 

from the activities undertaken. This will be fed into the website in the 

form of recordings, best practice guides, recordings of workshops and 

more, in a dedicated section. 

Competence map The competence map will be implemented in greater detail so that the 

competences are available to the user. 

NCC visibility NCCs will get more visibility through dedicated subpages, and they 

will have more opportunities to work on the page, through directly 

submitted blogposts, control over competences and more. More 

possibilities will be continuously added throughout the project. 

Training portal On this point, there was a strong collaboration with WP3. The output 

mechanism from the database was overhauled completely and altered 

to our needs. 

Table 1: Action Points and Responses  

 

Since the platform is becoming more and more complex in functionality, a web development 

agency was contracted with performing a technical relaunch. This new version, with the new 

content and functionality to address the reviewer’s comments, will be online by mid-March and 

will be finalised until the interim review in April 2022. 

 

This revised deliverable will reflect the changes made in response to the review and also further 

changes introduced in the meantime. Most changes are covered in Section 5.1. 
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3 General Information 

3.1 Naming 

While creating the concept of the web platform in discussions within WP5 and the NCCs’ 

communication champions (for more information on the champions, please see Annex 8.2, the 

EuroCC & CASTIEL principle), it became obvious that the initially intended name CASTIEL 

Gate would not be the best choice for the envisioned platform. Since the aim of the platform is 

to connect the public to the NCCs and the NCCs among each other, this should be reflected in 

the name choice. This working group collectively decided for EuroCC ACCESS as a more 

suitable name. This new naming emphasises the access to the European NCC community and 

also builds a bridge to the EuroCC project. 

3.2 Domain and previous webpages 

Since the project started, two separate microsites were created to represent the CASTIEL and 

EuroCC projects. The new EuroCC ACCESS will be built on eurocc-project.eu and then 

transferred to the domain www.eurocc-access.eu. As the new platform will include all 

necessary information about CASTIEL and EuroCC, the preliminary webpages will be shut 

down and the domains will redirect to the EuroCC Access site. 

3.3 Target Groups 

EuroCC ACCESS aims to provide useful contents for a variety of target groups: 

- Individuals from the NCCs, who might want to use the features of the NCC area, seek 

out information about the status of the project, as a possibility to contact the project 

management team etc. 

- NCCs, who want to add or change their input to the page (NCC page, blogposts, 

Competence map etc.) 

- Members from CASTIEL who would like to manage events on the page or utilise other 

features 

- Industry (especially SMEs), who get access to information about the project and the 

NCCs in their countries and a first touch point with the topic of HPC. 

- Individuals working in other (EU-funded) projects, who might be looking for 

possibilities regarding interaction and exchange of knowledge. 

- General public, that could get information about what the EU is funding and how the 

project is helping to develop the competencies in the participating states. 

 

In order to design the contents in a way that creates benefits for both the NCCs and the target 

groups, a survey with the NCCs was conducted. 

3.4 Multi-User, Multi-Rights approach 

To enable the three first target groups to efficiently use the web portal, different user types with 

different access rights have been implemented: 

Type Rights Frontend Rights Backend 

Administrator All All 

Coordinator All Event Calendar, Competence 

Map 

http://www.eurocc-access.eu/
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Contributor All Add/Edit pages and blogposts 

(revision system, approved by 

admin), competence map 

Member All None 

Standard (normal 

visitor) 

Public area None 

Table 2: Multi-User, Multi-Rights  

 

3.5 Survey 

The survey (See Annex 8.1) consisted of the two parts most relevant for the NCCs, since the 

other parts were either clearly defined at the beginning of the concept development or have no 

direct effect on the competence centres (e.g., the information page with information about 

EuroCC and CASTIEL). 

The questionnaire was distributed via the respective mailing list in a word format, as there were 

several open questions included. The champions had two weeks to fill it out and send it back to 

WP5. 

 

In the first part of the questionnaire, questions about the NCC Area were asked, which is a part 

of the website that is only accessible to members of the NCCs. Notable results were that the 

individual competence centres are willing to share different material (see Figure 1), from 

training material to private codes and libraries. Another clear outcome was the variety of other 

platforms in the HPC community, which the champions were asked to name (see Figure 2). 

Lastly, a variety of desired features was collected in this section. The answers were crucial to 

develop an area as useful for the NCCs as possible, and with the least redundancy to other 

platforms. 

 

 

Figure 1: Evaluation of NCC willingness and availability to share resources. 

 

NCCs having resources and are willing to share

no yes
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Figure 2: Overview about different known portal solutions. 

 

Secondly, the questionnaire featured a section about the connection between NCCs and other 

stakeholders, which aimed to find out what kind of interactions the competence centres would 

find useful and complementary to existing services. The results of this section were not nearly 

as consistent as the ones about the NCC Area. Answers varied from brokering services for 

providers and users to no forum at all. 

 

4 Presumed User Behaviour 
While EuroCC ACCESS was conceptualised and implemented, WP 5 had to presume that the 

NCCs will use the EuroCC ACCESS as indicated through the questionnaires. This means 

mainly: 

 

1. Sharing of private materials (e.g. code, training material) 

2. Willingness and ability to cooperate and share knowledge 

 

The web platform was built according to these presumptions. In the first year of the project, the 

functionalities were taken up to different extents by the NCCs. Overall, NCC participation on 

the platform was not as extensive as hoped. By giving the NCCs more opportunities to 

participate and integrating central features, such as the budget application, the uptake will 

increase. 

5 Structure of EuroCC ACCESS 
This chapter will give an overview of the different sections of the EuroCC ACCESS with 

explanations regarding the aims of or gaps filled by the respective contents. The site map in 

Figure 3 shows the structure of the website. 

 

What comparable plattforms do you know of?

CoEs

EuroHPC

Fortissimo

HiPEAC

PRACE

Others (mentioned once)

None
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Figure 3: Site map of the EuroCC ACCESS website. 

5.1 General Area 

As mentioned before, some parts of the website will be accessible to the public. They aim at 

giving visitors extensive and precise overviews over the NCCs and their activities and 

competences. Possible user stories are industrial organisations who look for guidance in the 

European HPC landscape or individuals from the general public who want to inform themselves 

about HPC in the European context. To achieve this, the contents in the following subchapters 

were defined by the working group in WP5 responsible for the EuroCC ACCESS. 

5.1.1 About us 

When visiting a website, the first page a user sees must give a quick and understandable 

overview of the purpose, context and aims of a website, which is a complex matter in our case 

as the platform, the projects and the factual contents of HPC are not self-explanatory. To keep 

it short and simple, the page will feature the produced image video with a short summary of the 

NCCs tasks, followed by a map of the NCCs and teasers from the Blog section. 

 

 
Figure 4: Embedded Image Video and Summary 
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Training
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protected)
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Contact 
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5.1.1.1 Meet the NCCs 

To represent the NCCs, each NCC can edit their own page, add information on their WP, media 

and links. To ensure uniformity, a header element has been included that will stay the same 

throughout all NCC pages. 

 

 
Figure 5: NCC Page of NCC Estonia 

 

5.1.1.2 The projects 

To give detailed information about funding, partners and aims of the project, a dedicated section 

was implemented for the visitors who want to get to know more the project in more detail. 

5.1.2 Our Services 

This page features an overview about the different service categories to enable the users to gain 

a quick overview over the services offered. 

5.1.2.1 Competences 

This content is developed in cooperation with WP2 in CASTIEL. The page contains an 

interactive map of Europe, with competences and services in the participating countries to 

achieve a transparent overview of the European HPC+ landscape. WP2 developed and collected 

the specifications in cooperation with the respective champions. WP5 provides the 

visualisation. The competences can be edited and updated in the backend by the NCCs 

themselves. 

 
Figure 6: Visualisation of Competence Map 
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5.1.2.2 Trainings 

EuroCC ACCESS includes a page listing training offers of all NCCs. Since PRACE has 

developed a widespread hosting and visualisation tool for this exact purpose, their solution was 

altered to CASTIEL’s and EuroCC’s needs and embedded in a separate training page. 

Following the reviewers’ suggestions, a new version of the embedding was developed with a 

new look and feel, the dead links have been removed. This content is developed in strong 

collaboration with WP3. 

 

5.1.2.3 Events 

This page features an event calendar with export and subscribe functionalities. All events within 

EuroCC and CASTIEL will be listed here. The calendar also features a registration 

functionality. For the public events, everybody can register, for the EuroCC-exclusive ones, 

only individuals from the NCCs can register. 

 
Figure 7: Registration Form for internal Events 

 

5.1.2.4 Resources 

To get more visibility and provide useful content to the website visitors, this page will display 

three types of content: 
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Figure 8: Structure of Resources Section 

 

In the document library, there will be different types of PDF files, for example Best Practice 

Guides or Take-Out Documents. In the section “Funding”, interested individuals from within 

or outside of the project can find comprehensive information on funding opportunities. The 

Video Library will feature recordings of workshops and studio sessions. 

 

5.1.3 News 

News from the NCCs will be displayed on this page. NCCs can create blogposts themselves. 

These blogposts will be automatically posted to the EuroCC social media channels and sent in 

a newsletter every 4-6 weeks. On the page, there also is the opportunity to subscribe to the 

newsletter. 

 
Figure 9: News: Collection of Blogposts 

 

5.1.3.1 Deliverables 

The public deliverables of the CASTIEL and EuroCC projects will be collected here and are 

available for download. 

5.2 NCC Area 

Opposed to the public section, the NCC Area is reserved for the NCCs to ensure connection on 

different levels. The functionalities were derived from the survey’s results as well as research 
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of comparable platforms. The aim is the connection and exchange between the NCCs as well 

as building a shared knowledge base to give the NCCs a common ground to profit from.  

 

This page features a help section, an overview of the functionalities reserved for the NCCs with 

explanations and directions. Furthermore, there are definitions of scope (e.g. differences to the 

project’s other communication channels), general information about the EuroCC ACCESS as 

well as a possibility to subscribe to newsletters covering different topical clusters. Figure 4 

shows the different types of newsletters. These newsletters will collect materials sent to 

CASTIEL from different HPC actors and distribute them to the NCCs who are interested in the 

respective area. 

 
Figure 10: Newsletter offerings in the NCC Area 

 

5.2.1 NCC Exchange 

To share material like private codes, training materials or best practices, a database was 

implemented on BSCW (a collaborative online repository hosted by HLRS) and linked to the 

NCC Area. As the champions provided extensive information on what kind of material they 

would like to send and receive, the repository was structured in a way that corresponds to the 

survey results. To ensure a regulated exchange regarding intellectual property rights (IPR) as 

well as terms of service, a template that should accompany every uploaded file was provided 

(See Annex 8.3 – Template for property protection). BSCW was a reasonable choice for the 

repository, as it is safe, scalable and user friendly. Depending on the usage of the NCC 

exchange, cloud solutions that are embeddable in the underlying WordPress CMS could be a 

sustainable option. 

5.2.2 Knowledge 

This menu point collects opportunities to exchange knowledge among the NCCs. 

5.2.2.1 Knowledge Matrix 

In every NCC, different people are used to accessing different resources to look for different 

solutions or information. The knowledge matrix (see Figure 5) aims to collect and structure this 

information. NCCs can distribute and access sources on every HPC related topic. As a result, 

the knowledge matrix acts as a first point of orientation for specific topics, profiting from 

individual members of the competence centres. 
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Figure 11: Initial version of the Knowledge Matrix 

5.2.2.2 Application Matrix 

Similar to the knowledge matrix, the application matrix collects and structures open source 

codes, libraries and tools. Users can share experiences, common problems and application 

examples of mentioned resources. Thus, NCCs can directly benefit from the experience of other 

competence centres. 

5.2.2.3 Training Matrix 

In collaboration with WP3, a tool was developed for the NCCs to exchange best practices in 

training. NCCs can add an entry with links, material and more. The list can then be filtered 

according to different criteria. 

 

 

Figure 12: Filters of Training Matrix 
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5.2.2.4 Sectors and Services 

In collaboration with WP4, the sectorial cluster tool was implemented here. NCCs can enter 

their services for different sectors in the backend. If an NCC looks for a collaboration on a 

certain service or sector, they can search the tool and contact the resulting NCCs. 

5.2.3 NCC Forum 

As the central coordinating point, the forum will mainly act as a guidance tool for the NCCs. 

Users can discuss about knowledge resources like the Centres of Excellence or Open Source 

repositories and initiate collaborations, e.g. in projects. The second purpose of this forum is to 

enable a more high-level exchange that is independent from the operative work such as 

questions of hardware procurement, service models or marketing concepts. 

5.2.4 Administration 

This menu point collects features that are useful for project-administrative issues; until now 

those are the budget application tool as well as the contact database. 

5.2.4.1 Budget Tool 

In the scope of training, twinning and mentoring, NCCs can apply for budget from CASTIEL. 

On this page, templates for application and a form that adapts to the selected funding 

mechanism can be found to easily apply for said budget. 

5.2.4.2 Contact Database 

In the contact database, individuals from the NCCs can enter their contact details and fields of 

expertise. The goal is to create a database of contact people for every topic, to strengthen and 

simplify the collaboration between the NCCs. 

6 Implementation 
As the website is developed in WordPress, most of the functionalities were implemented via 

WordPress plugins, that offer an easy way to extend the basic features of WordPress and custom 

the website according to its purpose.  

7 Design 
The EuroCC ACCESS is designed following the Corporate Design (CD) developed with the 

NCCs (see Figure 6). Colours and typography as well as overall design is implemented in a 

minimalistic way to emphasise the functional character of the website and the technological 

aspect of HPC. The three user types mentioned in Chapter 5 of this deliverable have different 

user stories, these were considered while designing the page structure and interactive elements. 

Icons were used throughout the website to give additional orientation to the user. 
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Figure 13: Application of design elements, embedding of icons. 

 

8 Conclusion and Outlook 
After the rework addressing the reviewers’ comments and the technical relaunch, the platform 

is better structured with regard to our target groups and technically more stable. The 

functionalities and contents will be further developed according to the needs of the NCCs and 

the two projects. Taskforce meetings will be held with the NCCs to further optimise design and 

usability. Especially with the NCCs being able to fill the platform with life themselves, this 

working group is certain that the platform is in a good shape to represent the projects and be 

expanded in functionality and contents to all future needs. 
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9 Annex 

9.1 Questionnaire Survey 
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9.2 The EuroCC & CASTIEL principle 
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9.3 Template for property protection 
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